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SB recent researches on ring theory the theory 
of multiplication ring* h u C O M to play an lnc«ee**Bgly 
Important sole. His concept of Multiplication rings was 
introduced by Krull in the year 1925. this concept 
baa assumed much Importance in recant times and nan 
attracted tha attantion of many a mathematician * 
in this thasis tha concepts of multiplication and 
weak multiplication nodules hava boon Introduced and 
their structures studied* A fairly new Idea of oeneraliasd 
multiplication modules is also introduced* Following 
are the main results of tha thesisi 
m this chapter some besic definitions and 
important results which are needed to prove tha results 
of tha subsequent ehapters hava been stated. 
saoum u 
in this ehapter multiplleatlea madulee have been 
etadlcd and a ammber of results giving their atraetarea 
are obtained. 
Theorem ft. If M^C © M^ is a direct son of 
2 
finite nutabar of finitely gaoaratofl BDMIM oror a ring 
R. than M i s a Mlt lp l i c t t lM R-aodulo i f and only i f 
ttA*s ara •amplicat ion R-oodoioo aai 
aonO^) • j £
 4 oanCMj) • ft # 
Vwarm 1 If H i» finitely O M v i t ^ —ItlpMoatioo 
module and M n aaitaaodulo of M which la ^T*BT4M>I1 wit* 
tho autaodulaa Hx , mu m», »n « than H i* oommrt— 1 
with (} ** • 
1 • 1 * 
<*—*— %- U t x t o i faithful multiplication 
aodulo over a quasi-local ring R# th»m 
(I) M i s a cyclic H-c»dula isomorphic to
 RR . 
(ZX) U i a multiplication ring. 
flMMOBLJL. Lot M ba a faithful* finitely gaoaratod 
multiplication module over a ring R# Than a la • 
multiplication ring and that too lattiea of al l solawnla1o« 
of M la l iawpliln to the lattiea of a l l ideela of R. 
ttHttnUU Lot * ma a faithful —ltipllcratioo 
modulo eoar as latomral (Hoi I a a. A M R la a Moaklad 
domain and the laftttee of •rtmaaaUi of M la leonmryMii 
to the latt ice of ideela of *• 
*+—-— «•- If N l i faithful multiplication modulo 
over a fti—tpj »• loam M la projective R modulo. 
3 
m toils chapter thm concept of woak nnltlplleatlon 
sodolaa la lntrooncad and aona rtMlte aro obtained, 
TlaOTI 7 U t N b i i waak ooltlpllcatlan andala 
o*ar a quasi-local ring *• than any pria* aahnoduls 
R of M la cyclic. 
jfttajgRjU Any divisifcio uniform aodula ovor a 
domain ia «MH Multiplication nodala, 
«»t»r—1 • - If Mi l t faithful partial Multiplication 
modulo evor a quasi-local rlag »• than M la multiplication 
modnls* 
XmeumJUU ** M *» finitely ganaratod faithful 
partial multiplication modulo ov&r a ring R* Than n 
la multiplication modulo, 
fifty TTT 2SL 
In thla ehaptor tha coneapt of gaaaraliaod 
multiplication ma aulasla lmtroducad and thalr at«acfcu*a 
studlod* Mlovftag oro tha main t taaiwi of thla ohaptor* 
T M T 1 11 If * 4a • —mnliaat mnltiplioation 
modulo ovor a aootharlaa rlag R having a • • • t i l 
atfbmodolo* Than R i s Sbethorien . 
4 
JfcnUBJUU If N i t faithful g m v a U i K 
•nltlpllcttlon R ^ R j - R-aodulo, vhoro R la waatharian» 
Than M i s also w»a*rharlaii» 
JfeattflUU* « » ! • oanaraliaod anltlpllcatlon 
—aula flfMr « dttfaain * suefh that M la nat toralon froa* 
than H la toraloo, 
TTunrMl Hi If M ia toralon froo faithful 
gonorallsa* noltlpllcatloa aodala ovor a domain A* Than 
N la H»othorIan Multiplication nodola s t M i i laonorphlo 
to tha total quotiaat f laid o of * and R ia uiacrata 
Valuation ring of rank ona. 
JBaVtfffLASU. Zf M la faithful toralon ganarallnad 
Multiplication nodolo ©*or a Kbothexlan ring R# Than 
R la a aubdiraet mm of Moltlpllcatlon rlnga* 
ThJTwl 1ft *•* M too a faithful toralon oanarallnad 
Multiplication nodula a*ar a nuoihailaa tkmmIn *• Than 
M has an lmf lnlta aaoandlno ohaln of girt—Oil— 
0 • R n g < R x 1 < » a t < • • < * * B < • • • • - < * # 
attch that ««1 /*x i u l( i> 1) aro alnplo, aatually laoaorphle 
and **g aro tha only aufcoodulaa of M dlffaraat fro* if 
and M • (J*** • 
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In r«cant researches on ring theory the theory 
of multiplication rings hes cone to play an Increasingly 
Important ro le . The concept of multiplication rings 
was Introduced by Krull* Boethertan Multiplication 
rings have been studied by A-sano, Krull and Mori. 
Krull also studied non-Noetherian multiplication rings 
and Mori non-Noetherian multiplication rings which did 
not necessarily contain an Identity element, th is concept 
has assumed much Importance In recent times and has 
attracted the attenslon of many a mathematlcan Including 
Larson* McCarthy, Butts, Phi l l ips , Mott, OHmer, Wood, 
Griffin, slngh e tc , Mott Introduced the concept of 
weak multiplication rings which at glance looks much 
weaker than that of multiplication rings* but he 
beautlfuly provestheir equivalence* 
in th is thesis we Introduce the concepts of 
multiplication and week multiplication modules paral le l 
to that of multiplication and week multiplication rings 
and study the structures of these modules* A fa ir ly 
new Idea of generalised multiplication modules has 
also been Introduced* 
11 
Recently Singh proved en elegant result for 
the decomposition of modules, which has been need 
in stud&lng the structure of torsion generalised 
multiplication modules* 
Zn chapter I, some basic definitions and important 
results which are needed to prove the results of the 
subsequent chapters have been stated. 
Zn chapter II, Multiplication nodules have been 
studied* A number of results giving their structures 
have been obtained/ Some main results are i (X) if M 
is a faithful multiplication module over a quasi-local 
ring* Them 
(1) M is a cyclic R-module isomorphic to R . 
(ii) R is a multiplication ring. 
(IZ) Zf M is faithful multiplication module over 
an integral domain R. Then R is a Dedekind domain 
and lattice of submbdules of M is isomorphic to 
the lattice of ideals of R. 
Zn the last article of this chapter* projective 
multiplication modules have been studied and is shown 
thatt (ZIU Zf M is faithful multiplication module 
over a domain R. Then M is projective ft module. 
i i i 
i n chapter I I I , weak mult ip l icat ion modules 
have been s tudied . The main r e s u l t s o f t h i s chapter 
are i ( I ) Any d i v i s i b l e uniform nodule over a domain 
i s week mult ip l icat ion nodule. (II) I f M la f i n i t e l y 
generated par t ia l mul t ip l i ca t ion R-nodule* Then M i s 
a mult ip l icat ion nodule* 
In chapter IV, general ised mult ip l icat ion nodules 
ere studied* The main r e s u l t s o f the chapter ares 
(I) Zf M i s tors ion free general ised mul t ip l i cat ion 
nodule over a domain R* Then M i s Moetherlan or 
isomorphic to the t o t a l quotient f i e l d Q of R and R 
l a d i scre te valuation r ing of rank one* (IX) I f M i s 
fa i th fu l tors ion almost mul t ip l i ca t ion module over 
a Hoethorian domain R* Then M has i n f i n i t e ascending 
chain of eubnodules* 
0 m Ra^ < Racj < — ^ R x ^ < — ~ < M 
such that Ra^/RXj^i ** * D •*• •iaple mutually isomorphic 
end Rx± are the only subnadules of M different from M 
end M » Oft^ • 
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CHAPTER 1 
BASIC COBCKPTS 
U TntrgflUCtlitn. in t h i s chapter, we c o l l e c t 
soma Important r e s u l t s on rings and nodules which 
are frequently used in the subsequent chapters. 
Mostly those concepts which are e a s i l y avai lable 
i n standard tex t books on Modern Algebra or Ring 
theory* for example, i n t a ] , [3^ ,[$"]# £•"] » 
, {10] , [ l l ] , [12] , [ 1 7 ] , ( V ) , [20] , [ » ] , C37] 
and [38] e t c . ; have mostly been excluded. 
Al l rings considered throughout the t h e s i s 
are commutative which possess an Ident i ty element 
1 / 0 and a l l modules are un i ta l l e f t - modules • 
The symbol " <= " w i l l allow equal i ty while • C " 
w i l l indicate proper containment, and - cf: - w i l l 
mean not contained in* 
1*1* P n f n f i l f H < [l9] , P. 4 ) . Let M be an 
R-module and l e t x & M» Then Rx * £ a x / a 6 RJ 
i s a submodule of M and i s c a l l e d the submodole of 
M TnJsVnftgfl hy x. 
1.2. Drf la l t lon < [19] , P. 4 ) . Let M be an 
R~Module. If there I s a f i n i t e subse t (x . . x 2 # —— , # xQ ? 
of M such that 
M - Rxj • Rx2 + _ • Rxa , 
then we say that N i s f i n i t e l y generated. 
fiXaUEtl&t Let M be the s e t of a l l ordered 
n-tuples (a,» «2# ~ — » O o f elements of a r ing 
R. If we s e t 
Uv a2# , an) • ( b 1 # b 2 # b n ) -
( V V V b2' V bn> 
and 
a(a1 # a2* -»—•»•—» e,^ • (aa^#aa2# —• -» aan>, 
then M becomes an R-nodule. For i » 1, 2, — , n, 
s e t x ± « (0, — — , 0, 1, 0 , — — - , 0 ) , where the 1 
appears i n the i t h p lace . Then 
M m Bx^ • R*2 • — • RxB . 
1*3. W W f M i A Bodole M s a t i s f i e s 
«-c-g- ULfi*fiJ i f every properly ascending (desending) 
chain of subsodules i s f i n i t e * 
1. Any f i n i t e group s a t i s f i e s both chain condi t ions . 
2. The addit ive group of integers z s a t i s f i e s 
a . c . c . bat not d . c . c . when regarded as z-module, 
3* Let p be a prime. Let 0 be the addit ive group 
of rat ional numbers and H the subgroup of Q 
containing of those rat ional numbers which, can 
be written with denominator prims to p . Then 
0/H s a t i s f i e s d . c . c . as Z-ejodule but not a . c . c . 
1 .4 . ThrflffllP ( [19] » P* 9 ) . a . c . c . i s equivalent 
to each of the following conditional 
( i ) Piw»«»— CoTvUtlom every submodule of H i s 
f i n i t e l y generated. 
(11) Maximum Condition! every nonempty s e t of submodules 
of M has a maximal element with respect to s e t 
inc lus ion . 
1 .5 . Thnrtrnfl ( (l°] » *• * ) • d * c . c i s equivalent 
to the following condit ion! 
M<
"*TT Cnnr* **'*"* •vmry nonempty s e t o f submodules 
of M has a minimal element with respect to s e t 
inc lus ion . 
1.6. JB£lBl£*ft&< C37] , P . 252). An R-aodule M 
1.7. Drf ia iUon < Ll9i<,P. U ) . * r ing R l a 
llm*t^.itmn*-i%mjr±mn ±f i t s a t i s f i e s a . c . c , when considered 
as an R-raodule. 
Let R be a r ing . If A and B are idea l s of R, 
we s e t 
AB m £ f i n i t e surasX a ^ b j / a ^ A, b^ ^ BJ . 
Then AB i s an ideal of R and i s c a l l e d the p£fidji£& 
A and B. 
Let M be an R-raodule. I f A i s an idea l of R 
and N i s a subnodule of M, we sa t 
AW m ( f i n i t e sumsTajXj /a^ A, x^ N } • 
Then AN i s a submodule of M. 
Again, Let M be an R-module, A an ideal of R, 
and N a sobnodula of M, we s e t 
N t A » [ V x ^ M and AX <=^ N J . 
Then H t A is a subnodule of M* 
If L end H era subnodales of M, we set 
L i N - £ a / a f r R and S K ^ L } . 
Then L t N i s an ideal of R, and i f A I s any ideal 
of R» then AH<^ L i f and only i f A<=L « B. 
0 
1.8. PaflalUoB ( [19] , P . 39).(i)L«t N b e i n 
R-aodule. A aubmodule Q of H l i PfciBary *•* *©* a l l 
a 6 R and x ^ M, ax ^ Q and x 4 0 implies that 
a M c o for some poal t iva integer n. 
(2) A .ubmodule K of an R-aodule M l a IrroflttClfels 
i f , for submodnles L 1 and l>2 of M, N . L ft L^ implies 
that e i ther 1^ « N and L 2 » If* 
1*9. Pnmilllifidrn < [19] * P. 39) • I f M a a t l s f i e s 
a . c . c . than every Irreducible subaodule o f M l a primary. 
1*10. QBflalUOO < [19] , P. 40) . An ideal Q of 
a r ing R i s ca l l ed p£ifiary If I t i s a primary submodule 
of R whan considered as an R-aodule. Since R has 
unity, Q i s a primary Ideal I f and only If for a l l 
a, b £ R, ab & Q and b 4 0 Implies that a&e Q for 
soma p o s i t i v e Integer n. 
1 l . U . «•*«»«»««*» ([19] , P. 40) . ( l) Let A be an 
idea l of a r ing R. l o t 
Red (A) « £ a / a 6 R and ame A for soma p o s i t i v e Integer a] 
and c a l l Red (A) the Tnniffff-* • * *• 
(2) l « t M be a submodule of an R modulo M, Sot 
Rad (H) - Rad <» 1 M), 
and c a l l Rad (•) the radical of N« 
1.12. Proposition ( [19.J , P. 41). If Q is a 
primary submodule of M than Rad (0) Is a prime Ideal 
of R. If A is an ideal of R and if A c p , where 
P is a prima ideal of R» thenfWU*)cp. 
i*i3. PnfinlUnn < [19] * P. 42). if o i s a 
primary submodule of M and Rad (0) * P, we say that 0 
i s EsprJjaflcy. 
1*14. yhaoren ( [37j ; P. 153) . Let 0 and P be 
i d e a l s i n a r ing R. Than Q i s P-priaary i f and only 
i f the following condit ions are valid* 
(i) Q c P 
(11) i f bCrP, then b m eQ for some integer m, 
<i i i ) If abcQ and a f 0, then b e p . 
1*15. ******+*{»™ ( (19J P. 42 ) . An ideal P 
of R i s —»«—i i f p /ft R end i f there i s no idea l 
A of R such that » C A < R , 
1*16, ^ • ^ r < Lis] , P. 55) . Intersect ion 
of a l l maxiwsl i d e a l s i n a r ing R i s ca l l ed the 
7-~»»——» radical of R. 
1*17. f t i r i n n < 0»3 , » . S » . The Jacobeon 
radical of a r ing R i s the s o t of a l l i t R each 
that 1 • ra i s a unit i n R for a l l r e R • 
/ 
1*18. r-**ni»l^n ( [19] , P. 43) . Let A be an 
ideal of R. A prime idea l P of R i s ca l l ed mlalaaL 
prima divinor of A i f ACi P end i f there i s no 
prime ideal P* of R each that A C P < R . 
1.19. Pttl iaUQR ( [19] , P. 43 ) . I f N i e a 
submodulo of an R-module M, then the minimal prime 
div isor* of H i M are c a l l e d the minimal prime 
d iv i sors of N. 
1.20. mrflnltlon ( [37] , P . 53 ) . Two i d e a l s A, 
B of a r ing R are sa id to be SBSUBtlMaL i f A • B « R. 
A f i n i t e c o l l e c t i o n A ^ A J # , • - , A^ of i d e a l s of 
R i s comaxlmal i f each pair i s comaxlmal. 
1.21. Timor am ( [37] , P. 177). Let R be a r ing , 
and l e t A^, AJ# -, A^ be i d e a l s i n R. I f an 
idea l B i s comaxlmal with each A^, then i t i s 
comaxlmal with A^ n Aj f| -••--• -flA^ . 
the following theorem i s known as Krull 
Intersect ion theoreau 
1.22. J&MCmm ( [19] , P. 47) . Let R be a 
Noetherlan r ing end M a f i n i t e l y generated R-module. 
Let A be en idea l of R. Then 
fl A° M - (0) 
n - 1 
i f and only i f 1-a £ A and ax « 0, whenever a 6 R 
and x £" M, Implies that x «• 0 . 
1.23. n tUttUton < f.l°J , P. 48) . Lat R ba a 
r ing and M ba an R-module. Lat N be a submodule of 
M, and suppose that 
where 0 , , Q-, —•—••-, QQ aro primary suhmodulas of My 
thia l a ca l lad a ptlfflaBT dafifimpojOUfin of N. Such 
a decomposition l a ca l lad raflfflcafl i f » 
(1) No (I, contains tha intaraact ion of the remaining 
Q.t and 
( i i ) Rad (Q1) A Rad (Oj) for i / J . 
1.24. p«Ma».i«^>« ( [19*] , P. 48 ) . If a submodule 
N of M has a primary decomposition, than N has a 
reduced primary decomposition. 
1.25. absfltam ( [19] , P. 49 ) , Lat W ba a submodels 
of M and assume that II has a primary decomposition. 
Lat 9 m Q 1 nQ 2 0 — — 0 Q n be a reduced primary 
decomposition af ft. Lat P fee a prime idea l o f R. 
Than P - *«A (0^1 for some i i f and only If H t Rx l a 
a P-primary ideal of R for sons x f N. 
1.26. D^ii*i»<^- A ring having a unique maximal 
idea l i s ca l l ed a g«»«i - iae» i r lno . A Noetherlan 
quas i - loca l r ing i s ca l l ed a IxxutiLxXaa* 
1.27. Def in i t ion < t l 7 ] , p . 51) . A nonzero 
R-module M i s c a l l e d irreducible (or aJjQPlfi) i f i t 
has exact ly two submodules aero and M i t s e l f . 
1.28. n—«i»«»««>i» ( [17] , P. 23) . A nonzero 
R-module M i s ca l l ed f l ip""- 1 1 *"^ 1 ^ i f i t i s not a 
d i r e c t sum of any two of i t s nonzero submodules. 
U 2 9 . Paf lnlUon < [ l 7 ] , P. 5 9 ) . The jgoslA of 
an R-module M i s def inad as the sura of a l l minimal 
(nonzero) submodules of M, that i s , a l l subnodules 
of M which are irreducible* we sha l l denote i t by 
Soc (H). 
1.30. ^ ^ « - ^ i ( [17] , P. 61 ) . An R-module i s 
completely reducible i f and only i f every submodule 
• o f M l a a d i r e c t sunmand of M. 
1.31. Ttmarm^ ( [ u ] , P. 6 l ) . ivery submodule of 
a completely reducible R-module l a completely reducible . 
1.32* " • ' ^ ^ ( [17] , P. 64 ) . A r ing R l e 
J j 
c a l l e d CfflBPlflJfcaly reducible i f every R-module I s 
completely reducible . 
1*33* 2te£lfll£lfl&( [17] # P. 52 ) . An R-module M 
i s ca l l ed *-i+>»*in i f , for any r <JQ) £ R, rM > (0) • 
1.34. n»*in<«.<««»_ If M i s an R-module, then the 
s e t of e l l elements afcR such that aM - (0) i s c a l l e d 
the f w i M i ***** of the module and i s denoted by ann(M) . 
the following theorem i s known as BeXayama's Lemmai 
1*35* ThfiflFim- Lot A be an ideal of R# then for 
a f i n i t e l y generated R-raodule, M 
AM m M, implies that A+ ann(M)
 m R. 
1*36. DgElnl&aiL.< Cl9] , P. 199). Let R be an 
Integral domain such that every ideal of R i s principal* 
R i s ca l l ed a principal I d a s ! dp—«» (P.X.D.) . 
nTMirlf Ring of integers z, i s a pr inc ip le 
idea l domain. 
Zf p i s a proper prime idea l o f R then s - R \ P i s 
a mul t ip l i ca t ive system i n R. In t h i s case we denote 
Rs by Rp and c a l l i t the quotient r ing of R with 
respect to P. Zf A i s an ideal of R, we denote the 
extension of A to Rp by ARp . 
1.37. PrnreaiUoB ( tl9l , P. 70 ) . Let R be a 
r ing and l e t A and B be i d e a l s of R« Then A * B 
i f and only i f ARp - BRp for every maximal idea l p 0 f R, 
In the fol lowing d e f i n i t i o n R i s en integra l 
domain and M i s an R-module. 
1.38. BtftBiteQn* (1) Zf x i s an element of M, 
the s e t of a i n R with ax » 0 i s c a l l e d the order 
i^mmt o f X. 
(2) I f a l l elements of M have nonaero order ideal* 
we c a l l M a *x*rm±e%n module. 
(3) Zf a l l nonaero elements of M have aero as the ir 
order idea l , we c a l l M a tors ion flHM BQdttlfl. 
(4) The elements of M with a nonaero order idea l 
form a submodule T of M, c a l l e d the Hfirilnn Iffllmnflmt, 
Of H. 
(5) i f M i s tors ion free the maximum number of 
l inear ly independent elements i n M i s c a l l e d the 
JUUflfc, of M» 
1*39. IdeVU < f l7 l , P. 134) • Zf R i s an 
integnrel domain, every f r e e m module i s tors ion f r e e . 
1.4*. w*«i»**™ ( [19] , p . 206). A r ing R i s 
a fipaciaL p£iaa£7 r iao i f R has a unique maximal idea l 
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M and i f each proper ideal o f R i s a power of M# 
1.41. ££fiPQOlUan ( [19] , P. 207). I f M i s a 
Maximal ideal of a r ing R such that there are no 
2 
i d e a l s of R s t r i c t l y between M and M , then for each 
p o s i t i v e integer n, R/M11 i s a spec ia l primary r i n g . 
1.42. Def in i t ion ( 19 , P. 135). An integral 
domain R i s a " " ^ ^ * M » < " i f every ideal of R i s a 
product of prime i d e a l s . 
fiXaBPlft* A principal ideal domain i s a Dedekind 
domain* 
1.43. Def ini t ion ( 19 , P. 9 9 ) . A ValttaUon Xing 
i s an Integral domain V with the property that i f A 
and B are Ideals of V then e i ther A <= B or B C A , 
1.44. ££apoalt loo < [ » ] # P. 9 9 ) . For an integral 
domain V the following statements are equivalenti 
(1) V i s a valuation r ing . 
(2) If a, b V then e i ther (a) •— (b) or (b) «= ( a ) . 
(3) i f x belongs to the quotient f i e l d K of V, them 
ei ther x e v or x 1 ^ v . 
1.45. D>€i»^ii>n- (ft) A Dedekind domain with only 
only one proper prime ideal i s c a l l e d a TAmt*rm+m 
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(2) A l o c a l Dedekind domain which l a not a f i a l d 
i s c a l l e d Dlacret* Valuation Rlivr of r»rtc one-
3 . Pg»etlonjtl Iffrinl 1 
1.46. Def init ion ( fw] , P. 124). A ffftCUonnl 
ldfifil of a r ing R la a subset A of the t o t a l quotient 
K 
ring/of R such thats 
(I) A l a an R-module, that i s . I f a,b t A and r £ R, 
than a-b, ra <=• Af and 
(II) there e x i s t * a regular element d of R such that 
note that for (11) to hold i t i s enough for there 
to e x i s t a regular element x of K such that xA <= R. 
For, i f such an x e x i s t s , then x * d / s , where d and s 
are regular element of R# and dA * SXA <=- R. 
If A i s fract ional idea l of R, then we have A-OMJ B, 
where B i s an ordinary ideal i n R, d a regular element 
of * . 
Bach ideal of R i s a fract ional ideal of R. Some 
authors c a l l such fract ional Idea l s f nfTaWTall If 
x(z%0 the t o t a l quotient r ing of R# then Rx i s a 
fract ional ideal of R. 
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Let A and B be fract ional Ideals of R. Their 
sum 
A *• B m £ a • b/a e A, b & B ] 
and the ir product 
AB « { f i n i t e sums Tl a^^/fl^fr A j / b i € B > * 
aa wel l aa their in tersec t ion A 0 B, are fract ional 
i d e a l s of R. Furthermore, i f B contains a regular 
element of R# then 
[A t B] • ( x / x t K and Bx cr A J 
i s a fract ional i d e a l . 
1.47. Def ini t ion ( [ » ] , P. 125). A fract ional 
ideal A of a r ing R i s lnvert lb la i f there e x i s t s a 
fract ional ideal B of R such that AB m R. 
Denote by F(R) the s e t of a l l nonzero fract ional 
Ideals of R. 
1.48. PmiTfliltlimi ( [ w ] , P. 125). Lot R be a 
r ing with t o t a l quotient r ing K. 
(1) If A t F (R) l i invart ib le , then A i s f i n i t e l y 
generated (as an R •edwle) and A contains a regular 
elenent of R. 
(2) If A, B(rW(R) and A ^ B and B is invertibia, than 
there is an ideal C of R such that A * CB» 
lb 
(3) If A P(R), than A is lnvertlble If and only 
If there is fractional Ideal B of R such that 
AB is principal and generated by a regular 
alanant of K. 
1.49. Frqpaaition ( 19 , P. 126). If A T(R) 
is invartible and B F(R) is such that AB «= R, than 
B - [R t Aj . 
1*50. IbsarjB ( 119J , P. 135). Lat R be a 
Dedekind domain. Than every nonzero proper ideal of 
R can be written as a product of proper prime idea l s 
of R i s one and only one way, except for the order of 
the fac tors . 
1-51. XtefiUl ( 19 , P. 136) . I f R i s a 
Dedekind domain, then R i s Noetherian and every nonzero 
proper prime ideal of R la a maximal i d e a l . 
1.51. l a p o i i j j f i a ( 191 P. 136). Let R be an 
Integral domain* Then R i s a Dedekind domain i f and 
only i f PCR) i s a group with respect t o mult ipl icat ion* 
1*53* 22ua£stt ( [l9l 0 P* 137) . An Integral domain 
R i s a Dedekind domain i f end only i f every nonsero 
ideal of R i s inv«r t ib l e . 
1*54* Ibeprjmi < [37] , P. 274). Let R be a 
Dedekind domain* tvery fractionary ideal A A (0) 
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of R is lnvertible and nay be written, la a unique 
way. In the form 
P, prims 
where Bp<A) are integers (pos i t ive , negative* or aero) 
such that , for given A, the integers np(A) which are 
d i f ferent from sero are f i n i t e i n number. 
4* Mult ip l icat ion Rings 
The concept of mul t ip l i cat ion r ings was introduced 
by Krull i n 14 . 
1.55. Definit ion ( [l9l , P. 209) . A r ing R i s a 
—*»^pn "»»•**>" r ing I f A B, where A and B are i d e a l s 
of R, Implies that there e x i s t s an idea l C of R such 
t h a t A - BC. 
Zt I s c lear that a Oedeklnd domain i s a mul t ip l i ca t ion 
ring* The converse I s also true when applied to Integral 
domains. 
1.56. EtWUULttOBJ Cl9l , p . 210). I f R i s an 
Integral domain which i s a mul t ip l i ca t ion r ing , then 
R i s a Dedeklmd domain. 
1.57. B r f i " l « » " ( [19] , P. 210). A ring R i s 
a VU&. BttUJ^UfiAlilaii SlBST I * A c p , where A i s an 
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idea l of R and P I s a prime ideal of R, implies that 
there e x i s t s an idea l C of R such that A - PC. 
l .Se .EttmAlUflB ( [19] , P. 210). Let R be a 
weak mul t ip l i cat ion ring* If p I s a maximal ideal 
of R» then there are no Idea l s of R s t r i c t l y between 
P and A P . 
1.59. proposit ion ( 19 , P. 210). Lot R be a 
weak Mult ipl icat ion r ing . I f M i s a maximal idea l o f 
R and i f p i s a prime ideal o f R such that P< M, than 
P - (1 Mn and p - MP. 
n - 1 
1.60. n«rfinition ( 19 , P . 211) . Let P be a 
minimal prime divisor of A then the p-primary ideal 
<AR_)C i s ca l l ed the i s o l a t e d Esprjjaacy component of A. 
1 .61. ^ < » f » < " " ( 19 , P. 211), Let A be an 
ideal of a r ing R» The g«r«ei of A i s the i n t e r s e c t ton 
of the i so la t ed p-primary components of A. as P runs 
over the minimum prime d iv i sors of A* 
1.62. rnirfMiltlnn < [*»3 , P . 212) • Let R be a 
weak multiplication ring. If P is a prime ideal of 
R which is not maximal, then P » P2 . 
The following theorem i s due to Mott f 27 J . 
1 .63. ThflQCfF I<*t R be a ring* The fol lowing 
statements are equivalents 
(1) R i s a mul t ip l i cat ion r i n g . 
(2) R i s a weak mul t ip l i cat ion ring* 
(3) R s a t i s f i e s the following conditions* 
(i) Bach ideal of R i s equal to i t s Kernel* 
(ID Bach primary ideal of R i s a power of i t s 
radical* 
( i l l ) If P i s a minimal prime divisor of an 
ideal A of R, i f n i s the l e a s t p o s i t i v e 
integer such that Pn i s the i s o l a t e d 
p-prlmaxy component of A, and i f P n /fi P n * 1 , 
then p does not contain the in tersec t ion 
of the remaining Iso la ted primary components 
of A. 
1*64* «-*«»«»««» ( [ i f ] , P. 205|* A r ing R i s 
a g-»-i—gimo? i f every ideal of R can be written as 
product of prime Ideals o f R* 
1*65* IfettEim < [l°3 t * . 207). The following 
statements ere equivalent* 
(1) R i s a Z.P.I . ring* 
(2) R i s a Soetberian r ing such that for each maximal 
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idea l M of R, there are no Ideals of R s t r i c t l y 
between M and M2. 
(3) R i s a d i r e c t sum of a f i n i t e number of Dedefeind 
domains and spec ia l primary rings* 
1.66. n«*lnlfel*n ( (jo"] , p . 216). A r ing R i s 
an fllannt nraUaPUgfltrlftli Sim ** each idea l o f R which 
has prime radica l i s a power of i t s rad ica l . 
1.67. tthaaram ( f l9 , P. 216). If R i s an almost 
mul t ip l i cat ion ring* then for each proper prime idea l 
P of R# the r ing » p i s a z . P. I . - r i n g . 
1.68. Theorem ( Vl9j , P. 210). If Rp i s a 
Z .P . I . - r ing for each proper prime idea l » of R , 
then R i s an almost mul t ip l i cat ion ring* 
1*70* *heor«m ( [19] P. 219)* A r ing R i s an 
almost mul t ip l i cat ion r ing i f and only i f whenever an 
ideal A of R i s such that Rad (A) « p^P^* • • • • p g , 
where py P2# — — # p g are d i s t i n c t prime i d e a l s 
of R, then A . p n l pja „ . , , , . p j s
 f o r . o a . p o s i t i v e 
integers ny " j * ' ' • '» ^s • 
1 .71. Jtefltsm ( 119] » P. 224) • ftVery mult ip l icat ion 
r ing i s a suhrlng of a d i rec t sum o f nejasJrlnd domains 
and specia l primary rings* 
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1.72. 2&fifiUa ( 119] , P. 224) . If R i s « 
Mult ipl icat ion r ing, than the fol lowing statements are 
equlv&lants 
(1) the saro ideal of R has f i n i t e l y many Minimal 
prima d i v i s o r s . 
(2) ttm aero ideal of R i f an in ter sec t ion of a 
f i n i t e number of primary ideals* 
(3) R i s Noetherian. 
1*73. 23wzm < [19] , P. 225). (1) R i s a Noetherian 
mul t ip l i cat ion r ing i f and only i f i t i s a Z. P. I . - r i n g . 
(2) A noetherian mult ip l icat ion r ing i s a d i rec t 
sum of f i n i t e number of Dedekind domains and spec ia l 
primary r i n g s . 
1.74. ftaQTM ( [19] , P. 225). Hoetherlan almost 
mul t ip l i cat ion r ing i s a mul t ip l icat ion r i n g . 
5* Project ive and Injec t ive modules. 
1*75. n—iiH»«,»«» ( [17] , P. S D . An * module M 
i s c e l l e d free i f i t has a bas i s {,14/1 * l] , x ± e X, 
such that every element x M can be written uniquely 
i n the form 
i ^ l x * 
where *± R and a l l bat a f i n i t e number of the 
r± ara 0 . 
JbUUPlft* Any r ing R i a fraa as R-«K>dule. 
1.76. propQalUQa ( (17] , P, 83 ) . Bvery R-module 
i a iaoaorphic to a factor of a fraa nodule, 
1*77. nafin^tlon ( 19j , P. 23>. An R-raodttle 




M ?N 5 0 
h 
of R-modules, where the row M ? N ?Q l a 
exact, there ia a hononorphiam g t P *M such 
that tike diagram 
g/
 1 f h 
M ?M 3>0 
ia comanfcatlYe , that la, hg • £, 
(1) Any free R-modula la Project ive . 
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(2) If • /* 1 is an ldempotent In a ring R, 
than 
R - eR *> (l-e)R. 
eR i s project ive bat not free as eR i s 
annihi lated by ( l -e ) • 
(3) Q, the additive group of rat ional numbers 
i s a z-module which i s not project ive and 
so i s %/$n) • 
The following leraraa characterizes project ive 
R-modulei 
1.78. Theorem ( 19 *. p. 23) . Let P be an R-module. 
Then the following statements are equivalents 
(1) P is projective 
(2) p is a direct suamand of a free R-module. 
(3) For every exact sequence of R-module*) of the form 
f 
0 * L >M *P ? 0 
Ha(f) i s a d i r e c t •lasmaniT of M. (such a sequence 
i s ca l l ed a s p l i t exact sequence.) 
i .79 # Thjrnrrrr < [i*3 , p . 82) . A direct sum 
e 21 p of R-a»dules I s project ive i f and only i f 
each p i l a projec t ive . 
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1.80. Theorem ( : 17] , P. 84) • Every R-module 
i s projec t ive ifl and only i f R i s completely reducible . 
1.81. n^i - i fe^t* ( [17] , P. 86) * A r ing R i s 
c a l l e d V r n f ^ n r T *f every ideal of R Is project ive 
as R-module. 
SltBBPXSULM 
(D The r ing of integers i s hereditary r i n g . 
(2) Any p . I . D . i s a hereditary r ing . 
(3) If R i s hereditary then so i s RQf the r ing 
of nxn matrices with e n t r i e s i n R, 
1.82. Theorem ( i 34j , P. 156) . A ring R i s 
hereditary i f and only i f every submodule of any 
project ive R-nodule i s projec t ive . 
1.83* "»**»«»<«»" ( [341 P .41) , A nodule i s 
sa id to be • > » « • i f Intersect ion of any two of i t s 
nonzero submodules i s nonsero* 
1.84. *-*«-« » ^ » ( [17] ,
 P # 9 3 ) . A submodels N 
of en R-module K i s c a l l e d onjfll if* for any submodtUe 
x, of H, 9 * L - K, implies L - M. 
1.85. i>rf«««M« ( [17] , P. 6 0 ) . we c a l l • 
submodule of an * module II JkmCO* l f i t has nonsero 
in tersec t ion with every nonsero submodule of >*. 
2i 
1.86. "nf«n***#"1 < [34] , P. 170). An R-module 
M i s c a l l e d a i v i « l h l e i f M - aM for every regular f l e m n t 
a of R, that i s . I f for every x & M and ovary regular 
element a of R thera e x i s t s an element y e- M such 
that x - ay, 
lUBPlft* !*•* Z ba tha r ing of integer* and Q 
the additiva group of rat ional numbers, 
than Q i s d i v i s i b l e as Z-nodule. 
1.87. IHifinltton ( (12] , P. 10) . An R-module 0 
i s ca l l ed i n i e a f e i v i f , for every diagram 
• ? B 
4/ 
of R-aodules, 
there i s a 
tha row 0 
h « B 
-? A 
->B i s 
Q such that tha 
i s commutative, that i s , g * hf. 
The following theorem i s known as Beer*s theorems 
1.88* *h*orem ( 117] , P. 80) . An R-nodule M 
la i n j e c t i v e I f and only if* for •very ideal K of R 
and every 0 t BDB^CK^M) , there e x i s t * an element x t M 
each that 000 - kx for a l l k K , 
1.99. Theorem ( [12] , P. 49) . An R-module M 
ia inj act ive I f and only i f for each ideal K of R, 
every hoaoaorphiem of K in to M can be extended to a 
homomorphism of R into M. 
1.90. fhaoram ( [34] , P. 5) . Let Q be an R-module. 
Itie fol lowing statements aae equivalentt 
(1) 0 i s i n j e c t i v e . 
(2) ftrery exact sequence of R-modules of the form 
f g 
0' ?Q ^L >M •> 0 
splits 
(3) 0 i s a d irec t suramand of every R-aodule which 
contains i t * 
1 .91. v*~**-* ( [34] , P. 11) . A d irec t product 
TF Q
 0 f woeadales i s i n j e c t i v e i f and only i f eech 
i ^ Z x 
factor <L i s i n j e c t i v e . 
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1*92* Tb^earmm ( [ l 7 ] , P . 9 0 ) . BVery lUmOdUle 
i s Isomorphic to a subnodula of an i n j e c t i v e R-modula. 
1*93. IbsflUtt < [17] , P. 9 1 ) . *vory R-module 
i s in j act ive i f and only i f R i s completely reducible . 
1 . 9 4 . *h«<ir«n ( [J7J , P . 1 2 ? , A r i n g R i s 
itostherian i f and only i f a d i r e c t sum of any family 
of i n j a c t i v e R-moduleo i s i n j a c t i v e . 
1*95* Tpuxxra* ( [37] , p . 49) . Let R be a Hoatherian 
ring* then every Injec t ive R-*»dule has a decomposition 
as a d i r e c t sum of indecomposable, i n j a c t i v e submodoles. 
1.96. Thmarmm ( [37] , P. 134) . Every i n j e c t i v e 
module over an integral domain i s d i v i s i b l e . 
1.97. I2toflESBL ( [37] , P. 135). Every d i v i s i b l e , 
tors ion- free module over an integra l domain i s i n j e c t i v e . 
1.98. Theorem ( [37] , P. 137). Ivory module 
over a P . I .D. tm i n j e c t i v e i f and only i f i t i s d i v i s i b l e . 
1.99. P t t l n l t k m ( [17] , P . 60) . A module H 
extending n w i l l be c a l l e d an ——mtmi ^ f c ^ * ^ 
provided every nonzero aubmodule of H has noneero 
in tersec t ion with M. In other words, i f M O B # 
H i s an e s sen t ia l extension of M i f and only i f M i s 
large subnodule of N. 
1.100. Thmtm ( i 17] , p . 9 1 ) . An R-module 
M l a InJ act ive I f and only i f i t has no proper 
e s s e n t i a l extension. 
1.101. TTnflnlt.lnn ( [17] , P. 9 2 ) . Let N be an 
extension of an It-module M. i f N i s a maximal e s s e n t i a l 
extension of M, then N i s c a l l e d an lnf«*•••«»« hal l of M. 
1.102. Thfloram ( (17] , P. 92) • Let N be an 
extension of an R-modnle M. the fol lowing statements 
are equivalent , 
(1) H i s the i n j a c t i v e hul l of M. 
(2) N Is in jac t ive R-module and N i s an e s s e n t i a l 
extension of M. 
(3) N i s a minimal InJactive extension of M, that 
i s , H i s an i n j e c t i v e R-module such that i f 
M N cr N and N* i s i n j e c t i v e then N* « N. 
&XmvP«A* l ^ t Z be the ring of integers and 0 
the addit ive group of rat ional numbers. 
Since 0 i s d i v i s i b l e as a-module, i t i s 
an i n j e c t i v e z-aodule. c l e a r l y 0 i s an 
e s s e n t i a l extension of a* thus z module 
Q i s the i n j e c t i v e hul l of 2 as 1 module. 
1.103. "?*mrm ( (37] , P. 41) . Let M denote the 
Injec t ive h u l l of en R-nodule M. The fol lowing 
statements ar€ equivalents 
(1) X i i uniform, that i s , every nonssro suhmodule 
of M i s large* 
(2) M i s indecomposable. 
(3) ft i s an i n j e c t i v e hul l o f every one of i t s 
nonzero auhmodules* 
The Statements (1) and (2) of Theorem 1*103 give 
the following! 
1.104* thaoraeu Every indecomposable i n j e c t l v e 
^-module i s uniform. 
CHAPTER li 
i - infroAirHnn. The concept of multiplication rings 
which was introduced by Krull ; 14] is well known* Zn 
this chapter the concept of multiplication nodules is 
introduced and their structure is studied* An R-aodule 
M is said to be a multiplication module if for every 
pair of submodules L, N of M with L H there exists 
an ideal A of R such that L - AN* AS the direct sua 
of two multiplication modules is not always a 
multiplication module (Example 2*11), in Theorem 2*9 
conditions have been obtained under which the direct 
sum is again a multiplication module* in Theorem 2*17 
it is proved that if M is a faithful multiplication 
module over a quasi-local ring* Thent 
(Z) M is a cyclic R-aodule isomorphic to
 RR * 
(XX) R is a multiplication ring. 
In Theorem 2*18 en Isomorphism has been established 
between the lattice of submodules of a finitely 
generated faithful multiplication module and the 
lattice of ideals of the under lying ring* Theorem 2*30 
shows that if M is faithful multiplication module over 
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an integral domain R# than R i s a Dedekind domain and 
tha l a t t i e a of submodules of M i a isomorphic to the 
l a t t i e a of i d e a l s of R. 
in the l a s t a r t i c l e the character isat ion of 
mul t ip l i cat ion modules In terms of projec t ive modules 
i s g iven, i t i s shown i n 'Theorem 2.21 that i f M l a a 
mult ip l icat ion module over a Dedekind domain R. Then 
either M I S d i rec t sum of tors ion c y c l i c R-modules 
or M i s R-proJactive. Further i t i s shown (Corollary 2*22) 
that i f M i s fa i thfu l mult ip l icat ion module over a 
domain R. Than M i s R-proJactive. 
Zf s i s any mul t ip l i ca t ive subset of a r ing R, 
than M_ denotes the quotient module of M with respect 
t o S. For each R-submodule N of M, H* denotes the 
extension of N (that i s Ng regarded us Rs~submodule 
of M ) and for each Rg-submodule L of Mfl the 
R-submodule f " 1 ^ ) of M, denoted by i f , where f t M Mfl 
8 
ia the canonical homomorphlsm, is called the contraction 
of I*. 
2. Direct Sum of Multiplication modules. 
2.1. LsJmVU ft* any multiplication module N over 




2 . 2 . TJETVl- I f M i s a mul t ip l i cat ion R-module 
and S i s a mul t ip l i ca t ive subset of R, than tha 
quotient nodal a Mg i s mul t ip l i ca t ion Rg-module. 
Proof. Consider any two Rg-submodules H and L 
of M3 such that B c L , Then i n M , N C C L , Af M i s 
a mult ip l icat ion R-raodule, thara a x l s t s an idaal A 
of R such that 
»f . ALC, tharafora if® - <ALc)e - A*LCe, 
hanca H - A*L. Tharafora M_ i s mul t ip l icat ion Rs«module. 
This complatas tha proof* 
2 .3 . LsfflOA* A mult ip l i cat ion R-aaodule M i s 
Noetherian (Artlnlan) i f R I t s e l f i s Noetherian (Artinian)• 
Proof. Take an ascending sequence 
M l < M 2 — - — o f submodules of M. 
If AJL - <M1 • M) - { • 1 / « 1 t * and a ^ ^ M ^ , than 
M£ - A^ M and A- <- A_ < » r - - - — . As R i s noetherian 
there e x i s t s an integer n such that A - A n + i • 
tharafora ML • M . and hence N i s Noatharian* 
s imi lar ly by taking R Artinian i t cam be shown that 
M i s Artlnlan. Thla completes the proof. 
n*m»r*- Zn view of tha above lemma Krull 
in tersec t ion theorem (Theorem 1.22) can be s ta ted as 
fol lowsi 
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2 .4 . ThrfHTfTII- &•* R be a Noetherlan r i n g and M 
be a mul t ip l i cat ion R-aodule. Let A be an idea l o f R. 
Then ^ 
H Kn M « (0) 
n - 1 
i f and only i f 1-a A and ax - 0, where a e R and 
x M, inply x » 0 . 
2 .5 . uona* If M l a an » module, where R » s©T, 
with 1 » e + f ( 1 , e and f are i d e n t i t i e s of R, S and 
T respect ively) • Then M i s a Mult ip l icat ion R-aodule 
i f and only i f «M and fM are mul t ip l i ca t ion S and T-moodules 
respec t ive ly . 
proof* M can be written as M •» OM£) fM, 
suppose that M i s mul t ip l icat ion R-nedule. Take s-subsodules 
N and L of eM such that N L . Then H and L are also 
R-sutanodules of M, Therefore N » AL for ooae idea l 
A of R, but A - Aj© A.J where ^ i s an ideal o f S and 
A. i s an ideal of T. Therefore* 
H - ( A J ^ A J J L - A1L. 
Hence AM i s mul t ip l i cat ion S-nodule, s i s l l a r y fM i s 
Mult ipl icat ion T-aodule. 
Conceraely, take if and L, R-subaodules of M such 
that N- L# then 
• . eNGfN and L - eL© £L. 
A« «M and £M are mul t ip l i ca t ion s and T-aodules 
respectively* we have 
•N - A ( « L ) and fN - B(fL) for soma idea l A of S 
and B of T. Than A © B la an idea l of R anch that 
H - (A©B)L. Thla proves that M l a mul t ip l i ca t ion 
R-module* 
The above lemna can be general ised to the 
following theorems 
2 .6 . gh-ftg*-*- I f R - R ^ R j © 8 R n l a d i r e c t 
sum of f i n i t e number of r i n g s with 1 - • i ' H l 2 * ' fofc 
(1 , • 1 # « 2 ' - -» e n* a r # t h e i d e n t i t i e s o f R^RwR-* 
_ _ _ , R respect ively) then an R-raodule M i s 
i 
mult ip l icat ion R-aodule i f and only i f e.M s are 
mult ip l icat ion Rj-modulea for 1 - l # - , n. 
Proof, fol lows by applying induction, 
2 .7 . ££flPQfil£laS*. If M i s a mul t ip l i ca t ion 
R-aodule and i f H - » x n > 2 0 —--•-- ^ i s « reduced 
primary docompoaltlon o f a •nhmaflelo » o f M, Then 
for A - (K • M) and A^ « <n^ i M), 1 * 1 , »••• - , k, 
, Aj n Aj n — — 0 A^ l a a lao reduced primary 
decomposition o f A* 
proof. Clearly A * h% H A2 f 1 Q A^. To show that 
A4 i s primary ideal* 
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L«t ab' A^ for a, b R and b 4 A., then 
bM 4 H± «•* therefore taoc f N. for some x - M. 
How ahoctH^ bat b x ^ j / therefore a ^ c w for 
integer n, hence a n e A^. Therefore A± i « primary 
i d e a l . 
Clearly A* S have d i s t i n c t assoc iated prime ideals* 
In order to show that 
. H A ^ A , , take . fl N . - BM for 
J 
idea l B or R, then 
f l 
II . 0 Hrf 
A l * r ± J /< i * 
B . II A,, I f B O A . than BM en A.M# 
dr !» i J l i 
therefore 
which i s a contradict ion t o 
the fac t that the deconposltion 
« •» M-0 »2 n — - H ^ *• reduced. Therefore 
the decusiwsUlon A - Aj n A^O — — 0 AJc i s reduced 
primary deecmpeltlon of A* This completes the proof. 
2 .8 . UsssJU. I f M end m ere » modules, 
!f i s f i n i t e l y generated* Then M©M i s a mul t ip l i ca t ion 
R-module i f and only i f M and H are mul t ip l i ca t ion 
R-modules and 
ann(M) + ann<N) • R. 
proof* suppose that M©N Is a mul t ip l i ca t ion R-aodule, 
than by lemma 2 . 1 , M and N are mol t lp l l ca t lon K-modulee 
and 
A(M©N) . N for soae Ideal A of R. 
Than AM m (0) and AN » N. Therefor* AcanniM) and 
A • ann(N) * R (by Nakayaua's lemma 1*35) 
Aa A<r,ann(M), ann(M) •*> ann(N) « R. 
Conversely# suppose that ann(M) • ann(N) * R. 
Let K c t , where X and L are submodules of M© », 
We claim that K « K^ S> K? where K- I s a submodule o f 
M and K2 l a a submodule of N. 
If k e K, then k - x + y with x M and y ^ N. 
Nowl> a + b where a t ann(M), b t annOD • Therefore 
lie * b(x«y) » bx • by « bxeM. then 
x * (a+b) x - a x ^ b x - t a i t M , s imi lar ly y - ay »• 
Therefore k » bx + ay and hence K • K ^ K 2 with K1 
and K 2 etfbnedeJLee e f M and H respec t ive ly . 
Sladlarly L - L j © ! ^ where L^ l a a submodule of 
M and L 2 l a a submodule of N, 
As K<= L# K.<= I*. and K c L_ and s ince M and R are 
mult ip l icat ion modules 
K l m A L i **** K2 " BL2 f o r s o r a e i***l« A and B 
or R. wo can take A •> (K^ s fc^ ) and B * (K2 t I»2 ) . 
As 
A ^ ann(M) and B ^ a o n d O 
A - AOR - A (ann(M) +ann<N)) 
- ann(M) • A( 4nn(N) (by modular law) 
m ann(M) • A^  , where A^ • A f\ann(N) . 
Similarly B * ann(N) • B , where B - B(l ann(K) • 
Than Kx » ALX « (annCM) • \)^x - ^ x and K2 - B ^ 
Moreover (Aj • A^ (1^© L ^ - K © K^ . Therefore 
M©H i s a mult ip l icat ion R-module* This completes 
the proof. 
2 .9 . Theorem. If M . M ^ M ^ » © M n i s a 
direct sum of finite number of finitely generated 
modules over a ring R. Then M is a multiplication 
i 
R-module if and only if H- s are multiplication 
R-modules and 
ann(M.) • . f! ann(M.) « R. 
1
 Jr > i J 
proof. Suppose that M is multiplication R-module, 
then 
Mi " V * * \**il® M2© © Mn) for soma ideal 
A. . of R. Then A^M. « (0) for every J / £ and M.-iA.M,. 
therefore 
A- r"- . H ann(M.) end A- • ann(M.| - R, 
* J / 1 J * * 
therefore ann (M4) • , 0 enn(M.) « R, moreover by 
lemma 2*1 each M. Is multiplication R-aodule* 
Conversely, suppose that each M is multiplication 
module and 
ann(M4) • j 0 ann(M.) * R. 
1
 J jf i J 
For n • 2, theorem follows by Lemma 2.8. Suppose the 
result is true for n-1. Then if 
l x—x x+x n 
we have M - M^® M and R - ann (M )^ + ann(M )
 # as 
ann ann(M.). Therefore by Lemma 2.8 
J A 1 J 
M i s mult ip l icat ion R-aoduie. 
2.10* corol lary- A tors ion free mul t ip l i cat ion 
module over en Integral domain i s uniform, itt .particular 
a nonsero vector space V over a f i e l d F, which i s a 
mult ip l icat ion module, i s of dimension one* 
Proof. Let M be a tors ion f ree mult ip l icat ion module 
over an integral domain R. Suppose that N i s not 
uniform, then i t has two nonsero submodules V and N 
3 
with Hx 0 » 2 m <0) . Then 
H - N1©N2r^M i s a mult ip l icat ion nodule. Hence 
by above theorem, 
anndO • annCMJ * R, which i s not p o s s i b l e 
as Nx and » 2 are both tors ion free* Hence M i s uniforms 
The second part fol lows from Theorem 2 .9 . 
2* 11* Sxaflpls* Any vector space of dimension 
two i s a d irec t sum of two mul t ip l i cat ion modules, 
however i t i s not a mult ip l icat ion module. 
3* Prime and Comaximal Submodule*. 
2 .12, iwinifr i^n. A submodule N of an R-module 
M, which i s not equal to M i s sa id to be a prime 
submodule of M i f A S ^ H and "j4"- Implies that 
AMcz-N, where A i s an ideal of ft and • - i s a submodule 
of M. 
2 .13 . nrnrn-f^ir" If M i s mul t ip l icat ion lUmodnle 
Then a submodule N of M i s prime i f and only i f (H t *0 
i s prime ideal of R. 
Proof, in general, for any prime submodule V of M, 
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(N i M) is prima ideal of R. 
Conversely, suppose that (N t M) la prime ideal of R, 
Take At,- N, such that L~N, where L is a submodule 
of N and A is an ideal of R. A« M is Multiplication 
nodule 
L m BM for some ideal B of R. 
Then Al - ABM N, therefore AB^(H t M) , but 
L - BMTN that is B (N i M), therefore A ^  (N • M), 
as Of t M) is prime ideal of R. Hence AM^-N. Therefore 
It is a prime submodnle of M. This completes the proof. 
Converse of the above theorem Is not true in general. 
2.14. SautEPlMf Consider any domain R wMch is not 
a field consider 
Let A be a proper ideal of * which is not prime ideal. 
Let A be the cor responding submodule of M . Then 
there exists x e H- and a t R such that x | A . , a ^  A 
but ax& A. , 
Sow aK4 AJ. Hence A is not a prime submodule of 
M. However re <A2 t M) Implies that r*^© r M ^ A . 
This implies that rM2 - (0) and therefore r - 0, so 
that (A2 s M) « (o ) , « pr int ideal o f R. 
Lot us r e c a l l the de f in i t i on of a small submodule. 
A submodule N of an R-module M ! • ca l l ed , email 
i f , for any sutanodule L of M, H4L » M implies L - K. 
2*15* fifiBPfilitaOB* ** M i s f i n i t e l y generated 
fa i th fu l mul t ip l icat ion R*m9dule and N i s a email 
submodule of M. Then the ideal A - (N i M) l a a l s o 
small . 
proof* Since A - (N i M) and M i s mult ip l icat ion 
R-modulo, H « AM. 
suppose A • B m R for some idea l of B of R, then 
(A + B) M - AM + BM . M, that i s 
N + BM - M. Bat N i s small i n M, hence BM • M. 
Therefore by Haltayatna's lemma (1 .35 ) , we ge t 
B + annUf) - R. Since M i s f a i t h f u l , ann(M) - 0 
Therefore B • R, hence A i s small* This complete* 
the proof. 
2*16. MnPnaltinn. I f M i s f i n i t e l y generated 
mult ip l icat ion modulo sad S i f t suhmodule o f II which 
i s comaTlmal with tho submedulee nx » « j « — , M n . 
Then • i s a l so oomaxlmal with J) K • 
i « 1 * 
Proof. Take A(N IM) , A± -O^sW) f or i - 1, • • , n. 
4 1 
Since M i s mult ip l icat ion module* we have 
AM - K end A^ M m N± 
Now M - N + ^ - A M * A^ M - (A > A^M. Therefor* 
A + A. - R, and t h i s shows that A i s coma-glmal with 
A. for 1 m I, - - •-••., n. Hence A i s a lso cwaxlmal 
with 
" i ^ 
' A (theorem 1.21), that i s 
i - 1 * 
A * n A* m R* 
i - 1 x 
Now 
i w 1 ' i 
0 H4 ^ ( A . ) M, t h e r e f o r e  j , 
i - 1 V 
AM • f) S . D A H + f " A., M - (A • * A. ) M 
i . i± {i i i A; v i i i v 
n l - i » 
n 
RM » M, that i s N + H N. » M . This completes 
i - 1 * 
the proof. 
4 . Mult ipl icat ion Modules and Mult ip l icat ion Rings. 
2 .17. TslftrmT Lot M bo a f a i t h f u l mul t ip l i cat ion 
module over a qua#l- local r ing R, th*n t 
(I) M i o a c y c l i c R-module iseajorphic to Q . 
(XX) a i s a mult ip l icat ion Ring. 
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Proof* Let P be the maximal Ideal of R, suppose 
that M - PM. Consider any x O 0) e M. Then 
(x) - AM for some Ideal A of R* This gives 
P (x) - (x). So x « ax for sons atp, Thus 
x * 0 as (1-a) Is unit. This Is a contradiction, 
hence M /£ PM. 
since by definition every subnodule of M is of 
the type AM, for some Ideal Aof R, As R Is quasi-local 
every proper subnodule of M Is contained in PM* Choose 
x ( M N, then it follows that M « (x), moreover 
as M is faithful, we get M •
 RR . 
(II) is an immediate consequence of (X) • This 
completes the proof. 
2.13. fhaarm- Let M be a faithful, finitely 
generated multiplication nodule over a ring R. Then 
R is a multiplication ring and that the lattice of 
all subnodules of M is isomorphic to the lattice of 
all ideals of R. 
proof* Firstly, we show that for any prime ideal 
P of R, Mp is a faithful Rp module* suppose 0 is 
the natural homomorphism of R into Rp and for some 
eeR, s £ R\P, <?<a)/jV(s)) Mp • (0). 
Then 0 (a)M - (0). Let xt • x 2 ' — — # x^ 
generate M. Then for 1 i <t, there exist s^ e R \ p 
such that »ia*1 • °» 
t • 
If s « al<l2""* """ 8t' At follow8 *»•* » *** - (0). 
i 
This yields s a « 0, as M is faithful . Hence 
0(a)/fl(s) m 0 and Mp is faithful Rp-n»dulo. 
By lemma 2*2 and Theorem 2.17, t^ ii a 
multiplication Rp-module and Rp is a multiplication 
ring. It is clear from Theorem 2.17 (I), that for any 
two Ideals A and B of Rp , 
AMp - BMp if and only if A * B. 
Lot C and O be two ideals of R such that CM - DM. 
Then for any proper prime ideal P of R# 
CpMp- Bp^p yields Cp - Dp . Hence c . D. 
Since every suhmodule of M Is of the typo CM, 
we get that c < * CM, where c is an ideal of R, 
is a one to one correspondence between the ideals 
of R and the submodules of M. 
This correspondence can easily seen to be a 
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lattlc* isomorphism. Hour consider any two Ideals 
A and B of R such that AC-B. Then AMC=BM. SO there 
exists an Ideal C of R such that AM * CBM. Hence by 
cancellation property proved above A - CB. This 
proves that R Is a multiplication ring* 
2.19. SpjEfilitfy, Let M be a faithful multiplication 
module over a Noetherian ring R. Then R is a 
multiplication ring* 
proof* Since by Lemma 2.3, M Is Noetherian, hence 
finitely generated* Therefore the result follows 
from the above theorem* 
It can be easily seen that the only use made 
of the condition that M Is finitely generated, is to 
show that for a proper prime ideal P of R, Mp is a 
faithful R_-«odule. Let M be any faithful multiplication 
module over an integral domain R, suppose that some 
x (>* 0) e M Is a torsion element * Now 
(x) • AH for some nonxero ideal A of R* 
As for some a 0* 0) e R, ax - 0, we get aAM - (0) • 
This Implies that aA - (0), hence A - (0), as a Is 
regular* Consequently x » 0, this is a contradiction 
and hence N Is torsion free* Then obviously for any 
proper ideal P of *# Mp Is a faithful Rp- module* 
Consequently R is a Dedekind domain. Hence we obtains 
2.20 Xbaasm* Let M be e faithful multiplication 
nodule over an Integral domain R. Then R is a 
Dedekind domain and the lattice of eubmodnlee of M 
is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of R. 
we end this article with the following remarks 
Let M be a faithful multiplication module 
over a domain R. As seen in Theorem 2*20, M is torsion 
free, hence uniform by Corollary 2.10. So that R is 
ambeddable in M and hence M and R have,injactive hull. 
Since the injective hull of R is its quotient field Q, 
we get that M is ambeddable in Q. 
5. projective Multiplication Modules. 
In this article we characterize the multiplication 
modules In terms of projective modules* 
2.21. n»»flr«- If M is a multiplication module 
over a Dedekind domain R. Then either M is direct 
sum of torsion cyclic R modules or M is R-projective. 
Proof, steinitx in [S3] , proved that every finitely 
generated module over a Dedekind domain is direct 
sum of cyclic modules and finitely generated torsion 
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free modules of rank one, that la 
H * K,@ M JS — — © H , 
where soma H± a are c y c l i c and aome ara tors ion 
f ree of rank one. 
A a H l i mul t ip l icat ion module over a Dedeklnd 
domain by Lemma 2 .1 , M la f i n i t e l y generated and 
hence by Theorem 2.9 , 
n 
R - ann(M4) + n ann(M.) 1
 J At J 
If M. la torsion free, then ann(M.) *» 0 and therefore 
n 
n ann{M.) » R, that I s H4 • 0 for a l l J A U 
J / i j J 
hence M » M •^ Therefore M i s tors ion free module 
of rank one* hence uniform. But over a domain a 
f i n i t e l y generated tors ion free nodule of rank one 
l a isomorphic to an Ideal X of R# How R i s a 
Dedeklnd domain, every Ideal o f R I s R-proJectlve. 
Then M l a also R-projectlve. Hence e i ther M l a 
d i r e c t sum of tors ion c y c l i c modules or M i s R~projectlre 
and uniform. This completes the proof o f the 
theorem. 
The fol lowing corol lary character ises mul t ip l i cat ion 
modules i n terms of project ive modules* 
2 .22. caro l larv . If M i s fa i th fu l mul t ip l i ca t ion 
module over a domain R* Then M i s pro jec t ive R-module* 
Proof* suppose N i s a tors ion submodule of M. Then 
N - AM for some ideal A of R* suppose aH - (0) for 
a</ 0) t- R. Then aAM - (0) , but M i s f a i t h f u l , 
therefore aA - (0) . As a £ 0, A * (0) and hence 
H m (0) . Therefore M i s tors ion f ree . Mew by above 
theorem M i s tors ion f ree module of rani: one and 
hence, R-projective. This completes the proof* 
2*23* oorollajcv. i f M i s tors ion along with 
the conditions of Theorem 2*21, then M i s d i rec t sum 
of c y c l i c R-modules* 
CHftpygR J21 
U HUradttCtiQP. The concept of weak mul t ip l i ca t ion 
r ings m i introduced by Mott [27] . A ring R i s sa id 
to be a weak mul t ip l i cat ion r ing i f A c p , where A 
i s an ideal of R and P i s a prime ideal of R, implies 
that there e x i s t s an ideal C of R such that A •» PC, 
As defined i n Chapter XX (Def ini t ion 2 .11) , a 
submodule H of a nodule M, which i s not equal to M 
over a ring R i s sa id to be a prims submodule of M 
i f AH^ H and H1^ N implies that AMcN, where A i s 
an ideal o f R and N, i s a submodule of **• 
A module M over a r ing R i s said to a weak 
mult ip l icat ion module i f Hcrp, where N i s a submodule 
of M and P i s a prime submodule of M, implies that 
there e x i s t s an ideal A of R such that N - AP. 
AS proved by Mott i n [27] , *he fol lowing 
statements are equivalents 
(1) A r ing It I s a mul t ip l i cat ion ring* 
(2) If P I s a prime Ideal of R containing an Ideal 
A then there i s an Ideal C such that A • Cft. 
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(3) R is a ring in which the following throe 
conditions are validt 
(I) Every ideal is equal to its Kernel. 
(II) Every primary ideal is a power of its radical, 
and 
(ill) If P is a minimal prime divistr of an 
ideal B and n is the least positive integer 
such that P is an isolated primary component 
of B «ad if P n + P n + 1 , then p does not 
contain the intersection of the remaining 
isolated primary components of B, 
Conditions (1) and (2) show that a weak multiplication 
ring is a multiplication ring. But in general* a 
weak multiplication module need not be a multiplication 
module, For example the group of rational numbers 'Q* 
is a weak multiplication module over the ring of 
Integers *!*• But Q is not a multiplication z-module, 
2h this chapter some results on weak multiplication 
modules are obtained* It is shown in proposition 9.9 
that any divisible uniform module over a domain is 
weak multiplication modulo. Further la theorem 3.13 
it is pvovud that if M is a faithful partial 
multiplication module (Definition 3.12) over a quasi-local 
r ing R. Than M i s mul t ip l icat ion module. Last ly , 
Thaoram 3.14 says that i f M la f i n i t e l y generated 
fa i th fu l p a r t i a l mul t ip l icat ion module over a r ing 
R. Then M i s mul t ip l i ca t ion module. 
2. Direct 3qm of Weak Mult ipl icat ion modules 
3*1* THfililUltieim- A nodule M over a r ing R i s 
c a l l e d weak mul t ip l i ca t ion module i f H e p , where R 
i s a submodule of M and P i s a prime submodule of M, 
implies that there e x i s t s an ideal A of R such that 
H m AP. 
3*2. t.—M. The homomorphic Image of a weak 
multiplication module is weak multiplication module. 
proof. Suppose f i M * N is an epimorphlsm 
from a weak multiplication module M to a Module N. 
If P is a prime suhmodule of H, then f^iP) is a 
prime submodule of M. Therefore if S« ' P# then 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
f (Mx> c f (p) and hence f <»x> - Af <p). 
-I 
Therefore B& » f (A) p. This proves that H is a weak 
multiplication module* 
RemjfcfL. The above result shows that a direct 
summand of a weak multiplication module is a weak 
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mult ip l icat ion module* 
3 . 3 . TiHTVI- Zf M i s a weak mul t ip l i cat ion 
R~module and s i s a mul t ip l i ca t ive c losed subeat of 
R, than tha quotient module Mfl I s a l so weak mul t ip l i ca t ion 
Rs-aodule* 
Proof, consider any two Rg- sutmodulea N, L of M 
such that Nr
 L and L I s prime* Than i n M, NC^ L° • 
Me claim that L c i s a prime submodule of M. 
Suppose that AKC_LC for some ideal A of R and some 
submodule K of M such that K<£ L C . Mow as 
*X.c=lc , A°K*C:L , but K*^L# therefore 
A^Mg^i, , hence A6 0 M^  <=• L c , so AM^LC. Therefore 
LC i s a prime submodule of M. As M i s a weak 
mul t ip l i cat ion module, there e x i s t s an ideal A of R 
such that vFm ALC , then 11°* - A*LC? Therefore 
H m A * L . Hence Mgis Rg-weak mul t ip l i cat ion module. 
This completes the proof* 
3*4* BcopojAAipju If M i s weak mul t ip l i ca t ion 
module over a Boetherien (Artinian) r ing R, then the 
c l a s s of submodules of M which are contained i n a 
prime submodule (which contains a prime submodule) 
0 
of M satisfies maximal (minimal) condition* 
proof, suppose that 1 H. ? is a family of 
x
 i^I 
submodules of M which are contained in the prime 
p 
submodule of M* Suppose that 
l^l^....,.., take ^ • (^
 t P), then 
*l< A2< — • — « But R i s Noetherian, 
therefore A » An4>t f o r s o m e integer n. Hence 
NM - * , • Therefore I N ] s a t i s f i e s maximal 
» n+i i ^ X 
condition* s imi lar ly we can prove the other part* 
3*5* f n r n n l t i n n If M i s a module over a r ing 
R . S©T with 1 m e • f ( 1, e and f I d e n t i t i e s of 
R, s and T respect ively) * Then a submodule p of M 
i s prime submodule of M i f and only i f eP i s prime 
submodule of eM and fP « fM or fP i s a prime submodule 
of fM and eP - eM* 
Proof* Suppose that P i s a prime submodule of M and 
eP A •* • Bow 
T(eM) - (0) , therefore T(eM)c=p,
 M eMfp, TM^p. But 
TM m fM, therefore fM^P, fM « fp* To show that 
eP i s prime S-submodule of eM* suppose S j M ^ e P , 
where S- i s an ideal of S and M. i s a submodule of 
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•M. Zf 
M.c^up# than my£oP©fH - P . Therefore 
S.^Mcrp and hence S^aHctP, This shows that 
•P l i i prime submodule of «M, s imi lar ly i f fM >t fp, 
then f p i s a prists submodule of fM* 
Conversely, to show that P » «MOfP I s a prims 
submodule, talcs 
ANcp, i f n<£p, then txffP, bat A s ^ p , t h i s 
implies that AfM^fp, therefore AfM^fP. Hence 
AM-P. This shows that p i s a prims suhmodulo of M. 
3 . Prims suhmodules and Weak Mult ip l icat ion Modules. 
3 . 6 . propQaifclftn. If M i s a weak mul t ip l i ca t ion 
modulo and P and P aro prims suhmodules of M such 
that p I s s t r i c t l y contained i n P . Than P « (P t M)p . 
Proof. B7 de f in i t i on of weak mul t ip l i ca t ion modulo 
P m AP for soma ideal A of R. mow F f P implies 
that AM^p, that i s A d t P • M>. mow P - AP ^ (P i M)P ^ P . 
Therefore P • (P : M)» , This completes ths proof. 
3 . 7 . PJESpafllttaiU Lot M bo a weak mul t ip l i cat ion 
modulo* p bo a prims aubwoduls of M. Than there I s no 




proof* Assume that there is a submodule H of M 
such that APcN p. Then there exists an ideal 
C of R such that H * Cp. If 
C C A , then CpcrAP, that is H<=AP. if 
C<£A, take c c A, since (c)^c then 
(C) P <= CP m H . 
Nov ((c) + A)P- (c)P + AP<=H. But A i s maximal, 
therefore (c) + A - R that i s p<=N. Therefore 
there i s no submodule s t r i c t l y between AP and P. 
3 . 8 . ££QPQOJLUL&Q» Let M be a weak mult ip l icat ion 
module over a quasi - local r ing R, then any prima submodule 
N of M I s c y c l i c . 
proof. Let p be the maximal idea l o f R. suppose that 
N - PH. Consider any x O 0) t N. Than (x) • AH for 
some ideal A of R. Then 
P<X) - PAH - AH - (X) . 
This implies that x - ax for some a * P. Thus x - 0, 
as (1-a) i s u n i t . This i s a contradiction* heace H > PH. 
Choose X ^ H \ P H # Then (x) « AH. Hew e i ther 
A - R or Ac p . i f Acrp, then (x) - A H ^ P H , a 
contradict ion. Therefore (x) « RN « H. aence H 
l a c y c l i c R~aodule. This completes the proof* 
3*9. 2ESPM1MSUL. Any d i v i s i b l e uniform modale 
over a domain i s weak mul t ip l i cat ion nodule. 
proof, suppose N i s a prime aubraodule of a d i v i s i b l e 
uniform module M over a domain R. 
Take x c M N, then there e x i s t s a nonsjero a e R , 
such that ax&N. Now (ax)c^N, but ( X ) < £ N , implies 
that aM^N, but aM - M ^ N . Therefore H • (0) . Hence 
M I s a weak mult ip l icat ion module. This completes 
the proof. 
Now we give the examples of weak mul t ip l i cat ion 
modules which era not mult ip l icat ion modules. 
3.10# BKimpJdL. suppose that Q i s the sa t of a l l 
rat ional numbers and z i s the s e t of a l l in tegers . 
Then 0 i s a d i v i s i b l e z-modulo. Hence by the above 
proposition* 0 i s a weak mul t ip l i cat ion T module. As 
Z i s Moetberien by lemma 2.3* every mul t ip l i ca t ion 
Z-awduls i s f i n i t e l y generated. Bswaver 0 i s not 
f i n i t e l y generated Z-tsodule. So 0 not a mul t ip l i cat ion 
module. 
3*11* JBLsmPiaV L«t * be a l oca l d i scre te valuatlo* 
r ing of rank one with maximal ideal M. Consider 
M m R/H © R mm R - a © d * l e . 
Ihan H la weak Multiplication R-taodale, while II la 
not a Mttltlpllcatlon nodule* 
clearly l i f t prinn aataodula of 8* Lot p mm 
m yrlno eobnodale of H. If P • (0) , thou 
MiMO - (0)^ p# but MH - M A (0) • So (0) i s 
not prim* aulaaodule. 
How M (R/*0 * (0), givee either R/Hcp or Kifcp, 
that i s M^P. 
It R/M<= P# then p * R/M©(pHR) # lapliae that 
!*/* * R/PHR. 
Thoreforo PUR i s a prima Ideal of R. 3o that 
p m R/H^P. , where P, la a priae Ideal of R« 
snppoao now Her p and (R/H) O P - (0) • Btow J> t P# 
lnpllea that 
J> m 1
 x • r 2 , whara f^ 6- R/H and r^fc R. 
Dofina a napping 9 • P * R n»en that 
g (b) - r a . Clearly g i f t s W IHI irphlaai 
with Kemal naro, aa (R/H) f)» * (0) . Ihernfore g 
i s a« leonorphlan* Bow aithar P • R or p • H« 
Xf p m R than for ovary » c p, T • Ap for nana 
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i d e a l A o f R. 
Further A* R i s discrete Valuation ring of rank one, 
M i s a multiplication Module. So in the latter case 
p i s also multiplication module. Therefore N i s a 
weak multiplication nodule* 
N i s not a multiplication module, i f we take R/M, 
then R/M + NT, because NT - (R/M)T©RT . (R/M) T © Tyfe/M 
for every ideal T of R. Therefore N i s not a multiplication 
module. 
4. wgax HmUpllflnUnn MQfrUM which are, 
HfllUpUgnUnn Mpduits. 
Let us recall the definition of prime submoduley 
A suhmodule N of an R-module M, which is not equal 
to M is said to be a prime submodule of M if A N ^ » 
and N ^ N, implies that A M N, where A is an ideal 
of R and Hx is submodule of M. 
zn this article a module will alee be considered 
as a prime submodule of itself. 
3* 12. luff"?*4*!" A module N over a ring R is 
called partial multiplication module ££ N^P, where 
R i f t subnodule of M and P i s a prime submodule 
of M, implies that there e x i s t s an ldaal * o f R 
such that N « AP. 
3*13. ib*****- I f H i n fa i th fu l par t ia l 
mul t ip l icat ion module over a quas i - loca l r ing * . 
Than M i s mul t ip l icat ion nodule. 
Proof* Let p be the maximal ideal of R. suppose that 
M - pM. Conaidex any x 0* 0) G M. Than (x) - AM, for 
aotat idea l A of R. This g ives P (x) •> <x). So that 
x - ax for sons a p . Thus x - 0, as (1-a) i s u n i t . 
This i s a contradict ion, hence M / PM. Clearly pM 
i s prime and by proposit ion 3 .7 there i s no submodule 
s t r i c t l y between PM and M. Therefore i f N i s a 
submddule of M then N - AM, but AMCPM, therefore M 
i s a l so contained i n PM. Choose x t H \ p M . Then 
M - (x) and M » R. Hence R i s week mult ip l icat ion 
r i n g . Therefore by Mett [27] , R i s a mult ip l icat ion 
r ing and M i s mul t ip l icat ion module. This completes 
the proof* 
3 .14 . «**~"-«fr- Xf M i s f i n i t e l y generated 
f a i t h f u l par t ia l mult ip l icat ion module ever a r ing 
R. Then M l e mul t ip l i cat ion module. 
proof. F i r s t l y , we sha l l show that for every prime 
0 
Ideal P of &,*? i s f a i th fu l R -nodule. Suppose 0 
l a the natural homonorphlam of R Into Rp and for any 
afcR, B « ^ R \ P , (?(a)/jr<s)) Mp « <0 ) . 
Then* <a)M - ( 0 ) . 
Lot x-# * 2 , • • • • • • > x t generate M. Than for 
each l < i ^ t thara ax lat e*^ R\ P auch that ***x-± - 0 . 
t i 
If a - « x s 2 ——,•• a t , than s aM « (0) . This y i e l d s 
a a • 0, aa M l a f a i t h f u l . Hence 0(ai/0(a) m 0 . This 
proves that Mp l a a fa i th fu l Rp-aodule, and by 
theorem 3.13f Mp la mul t ip l i cat ion Rp-n»dule. Define 
a napping I*(R) 3> L(M) from the l a t t i c e of Ideals 
of R to the l a t t i c e of aubraodulea of M i n which 
A - * AM. 
If AM - BM, then ApMp - BpMp and hence Ap « Bp 
as M- « Rp • Therefore A m B , Thle mapping is 
lattice isomorphism in which prime Ideals correspond 
to prime submodales, nor if 
AH^PM, N^PM, p a prime ideal of *• 
How • - BM lmpllea B ^ P , A B M ^ P M . Therefore *|ep# 
B^p, therefore A<=p hence AM^pM. Therefore PM la 
prime and M la multiplication module* This completee 
the pioof • 
CHAPTER 2£ 
1. IntTPflttfiUpa. A* defined In chapter I I , an 
R-oodnle M i s c a l l e d a mul t ip l i ca t ion module i f 
for every pair of suhmodules L, H of H, L^H implies 
that there ex l s ta an idea l A of R such that L - AH* 
i n t h i s chapter the concept of generalized mul t ip l i cat ion 
modules i s introduced and the i r s tructure i s studied* 
An R module H i s c e l l e d a generalized mul t ip l i cat ion 
module i f for, every pair of proper suhmodules L and 
N of M with L - N there e x i s t s an ideal A of R such 
that L - AN. 
I t l a c lear from the de f in i t i on of general ised 
mult ip l icat ion module, that? a l l the proper 
suhmodules of a general ised Mult ipl icat ion module are 
mult ip l icat ion modules. I t i s shown i n lemma 2*3 
that a mult ip l icat ion module over a weetherlan r i n g 
i s always Noetherlan. Such i s not the case with 
general ised mul t ip l i cat ion nodules (Example 4. i ) • 
i n t h i s chapter wo study the structure o f sanerallsod 
mult ip l icat ion modules ever Boetherlan v ings . i t 
i s shown that any f e l th fu l general ised mult ip l icat ion 
module which i s neither f i n i t e l y generated nor tors ion 
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frmm*- la torsion. Theorem 4.5 says that 
i f M i s torsion free generalised snl t ip l lcat ion 
module which i s not f in i te ly generated, over a domain R. 
Then R i s a Dedekind domain and M i s Uniform. Farther 
in Itoeorem 4*8 i t I s shown that i f N i s torsion free 
generalised multiplication modulo over a domain &• 
Then M i s •eetherian or Isomorphic to total quotient 
f ie ld Q of R and R i s discrete valuation ring of rank 
one* Finally torsion generalised multiplication 
modules are studied* Using a very elegant resu l t 
recently proved by Singh 32 » i t i s proved that 
(Theorem 4.19), If M i s a faithful torsion almost 
multiplication module over a Noetherian domain R. 
Then M has an inf ini te ascending chain of submoduies 
o-a«0<Rx1< <Rxn^ " <M* 
such that Rs^/Rx^ (1^1) are simple mutually 
isomorphic • R^ are the only submoduies of M 
different from * and M - 0 SJ^ • 
*• « • remlti nn fHwimimiil mitlrllniriiMi iflili 
A« stated above a generalised multiplication 
module over a noetherian ring need mot be Heeeherian* 
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For this we give the following 
4 # l . JBxaBPift* Consider z (p ) - ; se t of a l l 
rational numbers of the form n/pB between 0 and 1, 
where p Is fixed prima number, a l a an arbitrary 
integer and n runs through a l l non-negative Integers } • 
6.3 
than z(p ) Is an aba 11 an group under addition Module 1, 
that la a (p) la a Z-module. suppose that L and H 
are propar submodules of z(p) and 1c be the l eas t 
positive integer such that for sona posit ive integer 
a prime bo p , a/p <j L« T n a a 
L - { o , 1/p*"1 , a/p*"2 . . C p ^ i D / p * - 1 } . 
Similarly N « { o , l/p*~l , Z/p^2 , , ( p ^ - D / p ^ 1 ] . 
If t ? k than L e u and L « (p^*) N# 
O O 
Hence Z(p ) Is a generalised multiplication Module, 
Therefore z(p ) la a general load multlpLleatien 
module over the moetharlan ring z# but 2(p ) i s not 
f in i te ly generated. 
following theorem shows that i f M 
submodule* then N la Weather laju 
*•*• Utearaan If M i e a generalised multlplleatlon 
dula OTer a Roetherian ring R having a maximal 
submodule. Then M i s Noetherian. 
Proof. Let H be a maximal submodule of M. As every 
proper submodule tf M l i multiplication module, H 
i s multiplication module, nonce Noetherian. Take 
x (A 0)M W. Then M - if > <x), and M la Noetherian. 
This completes the proof* 
In ease R i s decomposable Noetherian ring* M 
i s again Noetherian by tha following! 
4*3. ***-«"•—ff- If M i s faithful generalised 
multiplication Rj® R2 - R-aodule, where R i s Noetherian. 
Then M i s also Noetherian. 
Proof* Trivial. 
4 .4 . Thoftfaai- i f
 M i s faithful generalised 
multiplication nodule over a domain R such that M i s 
neither f in i te ly generated nor torsion free* Then N 
i s torsion. 
proof. Let 11 be torsion submodule of M, then • J (0) . 
Nov U/m i s torsion free. Zf M/U As different from ssro 
then R i s ambeddable in H/V, oonsoquently m/M I S not 
minimal. So there ex i s t s a nodule T such that • < T^M. 
Then • - AT for some ideal A > (0) . As • i s torsion, we 
get* T i s also torsion. This i s a contradiction. Bines 
M/N m (0) and M i s torsion. This completes the proof. 
3. Torsion free Generalised Multiplication Modules. 
Throughout this chapter M is now a module owe 
an Indecomposable ring R and all Its suhmodules are 
small. 
4*5. fffifyffi- If H Is torsion free generalised 
multiplication module (not finitely generated) over a 
domain R. Then R Is a Dedeklnd domain and H is uniform. 
Proof* Suppose that A and B are ideal of R such that 
A c B a , then for x (>* 0)tM, A X ^ B X < M , hence there 
exists an ideal C of R such that AX - CBx, Therefore 
A * CB» and hence R is a multiplication ring. 
As R is a domain, R is a multiplication domain, hence 
by Proposition 1.56; R Is a Dedeklnd domain. 
Suppose that M is not uniform, then it has two 
nonsero submodules L and H with L n M * (0 ) • 
L © » c M, implies that there exists an Ideal A of R 
such that A (Lt£>H) m L. Therefore A* • (0) , hence 
* • (0), a contradiction. Hence M is uniform. This 
completes the proof* 
If M is a generalised multiplication torsion 
free module (not finitely generated) over a domain R, 
then for x if 0) e M# R « Rx* Therefore R - Rx c«. 
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As M is uniform (Theorem 4.5). R is large 
in M and hence R and M have save infective hull, 
but the Injectlve hull of R is its total quotient 
field 0, then ROM<=Q. 
If x Of 0) eM, then x^O and Rx is a fractional 
ideal of R# therefore by Theorem 1.54, Rx can he 
written as 
«»-»?»rj *t* 'tn1 *k 
where a^ l and P±s are distinct primes. 
«>a «»a • • • a 
5.6. DBttnlttQIU If RX - P l 1 P 2 2 » t * *t$J*— 
•v a i a o a* PkK . We say that <PX* *2* P^ ) 
i s the denominator ideal of Rx and P± ( l U i t ) are 
denominator prime Ideals associated with x . 
Let1 P he the family of a l l those prime ideals 
of R Which are denominator prime Ideals associated 
with some element of M. We claim that P i s f in i t e 
family. 
4.7. IfeMUmV P i s f in i te family. 
Proof. Let P he infinite* then there ex i s t s P t F 
x t- M such that p is not associated with x. Let H 
be the sat of those elements of M to which p is not 
associated* Then H is a submoduls of M, H / H, 
since there exists y( ;* 0 ) ^  M such that P is 
associated with y, so y ^ N. Therefore N is a 
multiplication module, so finitely generated. Let 
H
 m 7— Rx. f than 
i - 1 * 
- b - b - b 
H m Q^* Q2 -•— -•— Q± A, where none of 
©^ i s equal to p, b. i and A i s an idea l of R. 
We now prove that there are only f i n i t e l y many 
prime idea l s Q i n P which are associated with some 
member of M to which p i s assoc iated . 
Let T be the submodule of M generated by a l l 
those elements o f M t o which p i s assoc iated . Then 
M « H * T , a s a ^ M w e g e t M - T# because 
i f M / T . then i t i s f i n i t e l y generated. Therefei 
M i t s e l f i s f i n i t e l y generated. 
I f X6M, then ax - 5^* p^2 J^* ^ 
ROW , i f Pj - P then Rx - P x c . i f c t C then 
Be m CB Implies that ctH and C N and hence 
• a - - a -
P * C ^ - p * N . Therefore 
U * ». 
t>/0 
Consider any 0 fc- F, there e x i s t s x t M such that , 
Rx « Q T f P* j . * » *« Qb -"Ifp.^ 
i s such that 0 i s not associated with any member of 
RxQb and indeed what we got i s t h i s , that i f Q^O, ~~~ 
. _ a are associated with a n x ^ H , then 
b n 
RxO - IT. By< I oeeh of the prime 
i « 1 * 
ideal d i f ferent from p associated with y . i s 
among Q, , Q2 * • » • • • • * \ • So that these 0^3 which 
along or without 0 must be f i n i t e , so that P 
a 
i s / f i n i t e family. This completes the proof. 
4 . 8 . Tftmmrffl If M i s tors ion freo f a i t h f u l 
generalisod mul t ip l i cat ion module over a domain R. 
Then N i s •oethsrlan or lsoaorphic to the t o t a l 
quotient f i e l d 0 o f R and ft i s d i scre te valuat ion r ing 
of rank one. 
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Proof. R^McrQ. If M i s divis ible , than as Q 
±m anal las t divis ible nodule containing R, M - Q. 
Suppose R ia not discrete valuation ring of rank one. 
So R has at least two dis t inct prlate Ideals p^ , p_ , 
How R- < M as M « 0. Therefore R_ i s f in i te ly 
generated as R-aodule which i s not possible . Therefore 
R i s discrete valuation ring or rank one* 
If M i s not divis ible then, there ex i s t s rc-R 
such that rM jf M* rM i s f i n i t e l y generated and 
rM « M. Therefore H i s f i n i t e l y generated. 
4. Torsion Generalized Multiplication Modules. 
4.9. ThffT^ ffM If M i s faithful torsion 
generalised multiplication module over a Noetherian 
ring R* Then R i s a subdirect sum of multiplication rings* 
proof* Take x <> 0) ^ M, then RX - R/ann(x) • Rx i s 
Multiplication Module, therefore R/ann(x) i s 
multiplication ring* M i s faithful therefore 
ennlhilator of M i s aoro. Hence R i s a subdirect 
sua of Multiplication rings R/ann(x) * This subdirect 
SUM of multiplication rings i s nen-trivial mm ann(x) > (t) 
for a l l I ^ M I us H la torsion* This ouMpleles the proof* 
Before coming to the structure of tors ion 
generalized mul t ip l i cat ion modules. We give the 
following def in i t ional 
4*10* Ptf Anl \1MTHI- A module M i s said to be 
BnliUBTttl i f i t has a unique composition s e r i e s of 
f i n i t e length [ 6 ] • 
The length o f a module M w i l l be denoted by d(M)« 
4. l i . nff*T***'*'' A r ing R which s a t i s f i e s the 
minimum condit ion i s sa id to be ffiTMIirillf —* m i — » I » I 
r>±ma i f for ersry primit ive idompotent e of R, eR 
has a unique composition s e r i e s ; such rings are ca l l ed 
AAClal r ings by Blsenbud and Gri f f i th 16J . 
4 .12. naf in i t iat i . A general ised un l ser la l r ing 
which i s a d i r e c t sum of primary r ings i s ca l l ed a 
the fo l lowing general izat ion o f the Makayama's 
theorem was establ i shed by Blsenbud and Gri f f i th 
([6] Theorem 17) . 
«• 13* ^a**^'*M Lot R be a gene r a i l sad un l ser la l 
ring* Then erery R-modole i s a d i r e c t sum o f 
unlser la l modules* 
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Now we shall do tar mi no the structure of « 
faithful torsion generalised Multiplication 
Module (not finitely generated) ©wer a Noetherlan 
domain R. Sines the nodule M is faithful it can 
not be finitely generated. For If 
*~ n 
M
 m XT- RX 4 (eay ) 
i m i * 
Let a^x. « 0 , take a - a^  a — •••• a, , than 
axj - 0 for every 1 - 1 , — — . , n. 
Therefore aM « 0 , hence a - 0 , as M i s fa i th fu l 
which i s a contradict ion, therefore M i s not 
f i n i t e l y generated, 
Throughout a l l the lemma*, M i s a f a i t h f u l 
tors ion general ised mul t ip l i cat ion module over a 
noetherlan domain R. 
4 .14 . InmsW* »br eny x U 0) 6 M, 
n 
Rx - (+) H I Rx« 
i - 1 x 
such that for each 1, R/annCxj) i s e i ther a spec ia l 
primary r ing or a Dedeklnd domain, which i s not a f i e ld* 
(so i n the l a t t e r case ann(xi> i s non-maximal prime ideal) . 
proof. Let A m ann(x). A >t (0) and Rx i s a faithful 
multiplication R/A - nodal*. Therefore R/A i s « 
Moetherlan multiplication ring, so i t i s a direct 
sum of special primary rings and Dftdaklnd -Vrwalns 
(Theorem 1.74). Consequently 
R/A « (?) TL R4 , 
where each R^  i s either a special primary ring or a 
Dedeklnd domain (different from f i e l d ) . Then 
Rx « 0 2 Z R.x - Cb Tl Rx. , x .R m xR-
with ann(x.) being such that R/ann(Xj) • R . . 
This completes the proof of the lemma* 
aamarit- xf for any xt-M, R/ann(x) i s special 
primary ring, then Rx i s a unlserlel modal•• 
Lemma 5.13 and the above remark* motivate 
the followingt 
put H • {xem/fex i s a direct smm of nmlserlal 
modules]
 # and l e t a' be the sat of a l l those 
x£M soch that 
Rx -Cb ^ 1 ibc, , where each x4 i s amen that R/aan 
is a Dedoklnd domain different from a field* 
t 
We show below that R and H are subnodulos of 
M. 
4.15. LjflBA* R l i a eubmodule of M* 
Proof* We show that x t N i f and only I f R/ann(x) 
i s Artlnian. Lot x N. Then Rx being a f i n i t o 
d i r e c t sum of uniser ia l nodules* s a t i s f i e s d . c . c . 
Consequently Rx "» R/ann(x) , g ives R/ann(x) I s 
an Artlnian r ing . 
Conversely, Let R/ann(x) be Artlnian, s ince 
Rx - R/ann(x), V«nn(x) i s a mult ip l icat ion 
Artlnian ring* So 
R/ann(x) - © z : R^  , where each R^  i s a spec ia l 
primary ring* Consequently Rx •©^R^x I s a d i r e c t 
sum of uniaerial Modules* Hsnce x e H. 
Mow consider any x, y e l , r t R 
Lot A m ann(x) , B « anniy) * Then as ft/A# 
R/B are Artlnian, R / A O B i s Artlnian. Hswover 
ann(x-y) D AOB, SO 
R/aim(x-y) I s a l s o Artlnian. This proves that 
x - y e N . Again as ann<rx) =? ann(x), R/ann(rx) I s a lso 
Artlnian. Banc* rx ^N, This proves that N I s a 
submodule of M. 
4.16, LJUeV N i s a submodule of M. 
Proof. Lot P be a non-aaxlaal prime Ideal o f R 
each that for some x t M# Rx - R/P. Let 
M/p» i s a proper submodule of M. Hence M,p) l a a 
f i n i t e l y generated mult ip l icat ion nodule over the 
Noetherian domain R/P. 
A« x e M p^j and Rx « R/P , Mjp. I s not 
tors ion as R/P-module. Consequently M.p. I s tors ion 
f ree and uniform R/P-aodule by Theorem 4*4 and 
4.5 respect ive ly . 
Consider a l l above typo of M ^ « ana l o t 
T -^TM^j . We show that the sisa i s d i r e c t and 
T m 9 . 2 t I s c lear that f o r any y (^ 0) t M ^ , 
ann^iy) - P, as M^p) I s tors ion free R/P module. Lot 
M 
<*> 
P ( 5Z M , ) ^ (0) . 
P > P (P) 
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we can find y M O ) ^ M < p. such that y • y^ • 4y & 
for some prime ideals P, , P., ••••••
 # p none equal 
x 2 n 
to P , and y ± <=• M ( p ) ^ Then 
PjflPJl OP^annCy) « P , implies that 
P1<rtp for soae i, AS R/P^ is a Dedekind domain and 
P is not maximal pi "• p • This is a contradiction. Hence 
T «©T1 M{p) . 
Clearly N d T. Consider any y (/ 0) e T. T is a 
multiplication modulo, therefore Ry » AT for some 
ideal A of R. Therefore 
Ry . © T. AM(p) r If for a P, AM(p) t (0), then 
it being a homomorphic image of Ry, is cyclic, that is 
AM (P) - Ry p * with y p t M ^ j , then ani^Cy^ - P. 
Therefore 
Ry • © CT Ry
 # where each Ry_ - R/P , 
Tpf° 
p non-maximal prime Ideal* Hence T<= H . Thus 
H - T. This completes the proof* 
Sinc« M is not finitely generated and any 
proper submodule of M is finitely generated, so 
the eon of the proper submodules la prop or* K>w«ver 
by Lemma 4*14* 
M - H + N*. So M > N or H • N* , 
We take the two cases separately* 
£ajuUL* M - N 
In this case we use the following result of 
Singh [32J . 
Let T be any module ever any ring such that 
i t sa t i s f i e s the following conditionsi 
(X) Every f in i te ly generated auhnodule of any 
temomorphlc image of T i s a direct sum of 
unlserlal modules. 
(XX) Given any two unlserlal aubsodules V and V 
of a homomorphic image T/L and w a submodule 
of f« Then any nonssro hoemeorphism f i tr > v, 
can be axteaded to a nomnmorphten g • O * V# 
provided d(9/id S 4<V/f <w) ) . 
Call x (r T to be uniform i f Rx i s a uniform 
76 
(hence uniseria l ) submodule of T. d(Rx) i s c a l l e d 
the exponent of x and sup {d(U/Rx)j , 0 i s a 
unlsar la l stftaodule of T containing x i s ca l l ed 
the ?Tr4riflf of x . 
4 .17. 2bflOCJb\* If any nodule T e a t l e f l e e 
condit ions <X) and (II) , then T has a uniform 
eummandjr which can be chosen of f i n i t e l ength i f not 
a l l uniform elements i n soc l e (T) are of i n f i n i t e 
he ight . 
vfe go back to K, We ver i fy that when M » N , 
then M s a t i s f i e s the hypothesis on T. 
4*18. LflBDe> Let M - N 
(I) Then every f i n i t e l y generated submodule of M 
i s d i r e c t sum of unlmarlal nodules* 
(II) If tf and V are two uniser ia l suhmodules of 
a hononerphic image M/L and v a submodule of 
U. Given any non-aero hsmoaorphlsm 
f t » ^V can be extended to a homoaprphista 
g , u ^V # whenever d«J/M> ^ d<T/f<w) ) . 
proof* As seen i n the proof o f lemma «*15# x t • 
i f and only i f R/ann(x) i s Artinian, so the f i r s t 
7? 
part i s immediate* 
(11) Let B - ann<u • V) . Then R/B I s ATtlnlan, 
hence a d irec t sun of f i n i t e l y may specia l 
primary rings* so R/B i s mniserlal • Consider 
the inj ac t ive h u l l s 8 ^ ( 3 ) and S R / B * 7 ) o f 
V and V as R/B-module. We can extend f t o 
° • V B < U ) > V B < V ) • ** V B < 0 ) 
i s uniser ia l Kerg - Ker f c w c o , Therefore, 
<f/w - g(0)/g(w) «g<u) / f (w)* 
Now d(U/w) 4 d(V/f(w))# therefore 
d(g(u)/f(w)) ^ d(V/f(w)) . 
This Implies that d(g(B))4 d(V) and hence gOO <= V, 
s ince Bp^CV) i s unlser la l* Therefore 
g/fo t a •» V i s with the deeirad props r t y . 
Since every homomorphlc image of M i s generallaed 
mul t ip l i cat ion nodule* The above property holds 
for avery homomorphlc image of M. 
' "'•• i-V W» now prove the structure theorem for tors ion 
general ised mult ip l icat ion nodules* 
4.19 . ThfffiffllB L « * M be a fa i th fu l tors ion 
generalized mult ip l icat ion nodule over a Moetherian 
domain R. than M has an i n f i n i t e ascending chain 
of submodules 
0 m BXQ < RXX < BX2 C — - < RXn < <.M 
each that Rx±/Rx±^1 ** ^ D are simple, mutually 
isomorphic and Rx. are the only sufcmoduies of M 
d i f ferent from M and M - URx^ . 
proof* Let H » [ x t w/Rx i s d irec t stun o f un i ser ia l 
modules J , and 
N • | x t 14/Rx »©TL RX^ , where each x> 
i s such that 
R/ann(xj) i s a Dedekind domain d i f f erent 
from a f i e l d ] . 
As seen i n Lemma 4.15 and Lemma 4.16* H and * are 
suhmodules of N and M - • • •* . This g i v e s M • • 
or M • « . 
fiajuUl # M - « . Than to/ Lemma 4.18, N s a t i s f i e s 
propert ies ( i) and ( i i ) . Hence M has * uniform 
summand V. 
As every proper suhnodule of M i s f i n i t e l y 
generated end M i s not , we g e t M i t a e l f i s uniform 
end M - U# As M i s f a i t h f u l O i s not of f i n i t e 
l ength . Hence by Loams 4*18(1) , the family of 
o i l submodels* of M i s totally ordered and ovary 
proper submodule i s u n l s e r l a l . Therefore M has an 
i n f i n i t e ascending chain 
0 * BXQ < Rx1 < - - <. Rxa < — —— c M 
such that M - URx± and ^ A x ^ j are s inplo 
R-modules. We show that R*j/R*A._, are mutually 
isomorphic/ i t i s enough to show that . 
Lot A - annUtXg). than Rx2 - R/A. R/A i s a 
un i ser ia l R-module , t h i s implies that R/* I s 
spec ia l primary ring* I f K/A I s a maximal Ideal 
• f R/A than the composition ser los o f R/A i s 
R/A > K/A > (0) ami 
R / A / K / A « K/A, implies t h a t 
Rx2/Rx1 - Rxx . Hanca t h i s case f in i shed. 
CttBfl II , M • N « S E : M<p) <by Lemma 4.16) . 
This implies that M « M(p) for son* P . In that 
caa« for every x M , annbc) - P# t h i s Implies that 
PM - (0) , hence P-(0) • Thus M I s tors ion f ree 
R-raodola. This I s a contradict ion. 
Bancs only Case I holds, and tho r e s u l t follows* 
This completes the proof of tho theorem. 
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